Call for Expression of Interest
Partnering with APJAKTU for a webinar on Cyber Security

This is a call for Expression of Interest to all KTU affiliated colleges to partner with us as Institutional
Partner for conducting a webinar on Cyber Security.
The major purpose of this initiative is to ensure that webinars organized by the university are more
inclusive, provide opportunity for faculty and students to be part of the session as moderators.

Terms & Conditions
1. A college can nominate only one faculty and student as moderators for the session
2. The nominated faculty member (preferably from CSE/ IT background) with academic and
research interests in Cyber Security with excellent oratory skills in English.
3. The nominated student may preferably be from fifth semester, any department with excellent
knowledge in Cyber Security and excellent oratory skills in English.
4. The partnering College needs to ensure availability of IT infrastructure for nominated faculty and
student to participate in the webinar. A good participation from students and faculty members in
the proposed webinar on Cyber Security is also expected.
5. Logo of the institutional partner will also be displayed in all promotional materials associated
with the webinar ( as Institutional Partner)
6. The date/ time of the webinar will be informed in advance to the moderators and colleges from
the university.
7. There will not be any financial liabilities/ remuneration associated with this initiative.
8. Selection of Institutional Partner will be based on discretion of the university.

How to apply?
Request for Nomination from the Principal (in official letter head) to be mailed to iac@ktu.edu.in
by February 16, 2021
Template for nomination provided below.
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To Whomsoever it may concern

This is to nominate < Prof. ____Faculty name, Designation, Department_______> and student <Name,
Semester, Department,> as moderators for the upcoming webinar of KTU on Cyber Security.
We are sure that they are the apt moderators for this session due to their prior experience / research /
projects executed in the field of Cyber Security and have excellent oratory skills in English.
<< Brief note on previous online sessions any of them have organized or moderated (if any) >>

<<Contact details of the nominated faculty member>>
We would also aim to ensure a good participation of our students for the session.

Thank you

Principal, <College Name>
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